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Flight?22827 ZT ODW Scientists 24a 
BULDEE 

Storm _EA LAY 
Ab AOC Operator 

Drop | Sonde | Time Lat. | Long. | Wind (4s) | Height} Temp. | Dew Pt.] Pressure 

No. ID No. | GMT 3 (°) (WD/WS) (GA) (TA) (TD) (PS) Remarks 

1 bw laaisglalas|s 7°30 | 090/80 |5455|-5.4 |-13.2 |4596,0 |AMde Duncan nil ognchy, 
B augw7\neea7 165°5/ 1354/48 16042 |-7.0 |-/2:2 | 4848 |40D2 7a/ 

3 |v 75 anges |20°33 |64%0 | 109/45 |60%0|-72.0 |~/0.0 |Y824 | mowed 

Y. VoBbau \ada |25°49| 65°18 1284/36 |605a| -8.0 |-l0.9 | 483% | OK 

4 475-7 fas | 455| 66°o) | 204//> | 60! | -9.0_ |-/7.6 | 4833 | 0K 
(5 _|\21¥8/ aor |24708\6°38 | 347 [8 _|G/05| -10.1 | -22.4 | 83.4. |. Cel one 
7 | /0BY8 31820 208 65 47 202/g bYY45|-/,4 |-23,3 | 2.9 OY, Satelue bal 
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E.6 Omega Dropwindsonde Scientist (On-Board) 

The on-board lead project scientist (LPS) on each aircraft is responsible for determining the 

distribution patterns for ODW releases. Predetermined desired data collection patterns are illustrated on 

the flight patterns. However, these patterns often are required to be altered because of clearance 

problems, etc. Operational procedures are contained in the operator’s manual. The following list con- 

tains more general supplementary procedures to be followed. (Check off and initial.) 

E.6.1. Preflight 

1. 

2. 

E.6.2 In-Flight 

1. 

2. 

Determine the status of equipment and report results to the on-board LPS. 

Confirm the mission and pattern selection from the LPS and assure that the proper 

number and distribution (frequency) of ODW's are on board the aircraft. 

Complete the appropriate preflight calibrations and check lists. 

Operate the system as specified in the operator’s manual. 

Obtain drop release approval (for each drop) from the AOC flight director or navigator 

for each specific time and location of drop. 

Report to the LPS as soon as it is determined that the ODW is (or is not) transmitting a 

good signal. 

Report completion of each drop and readiness for the next drop. 

Complete Form E-6. 

E.6.3  Postflight 

Ls 

2. 

Complete the summary form for ODW's. 

Brief the on-board LPS on equipment status and turn in reports and completed forms to 

the LPS. 

Hand-carry all ODW data tapes and printouts and inform the AOC flight director that you 

are arranging delivery as follows: 

a. Outside of Miami - to the HRD operations center (FGOC). 

b. In Miami - to AOML/HRD (temporarily), either directly or via MGOC, for conversion 

to 9-track magnetic tapes. 

Debrief at the appropriate operations center (FGOC or MGOC). 

Determine the status of future missions and notify the appropriate operations center 

(FGOC or MGOC) as to where you can be contacted. 

 


